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Abstract. In this paper, a method for improvement of image quality
using the error diffusion which considers the APL process is proposed.
In the proposed method, the APL process is performed before the error
diffusion process. Simulation results showed that the proposed method
has better performances for resolution in images and CCT uniformity
according to each grayscale than the conventional method.

1 Introduction

Plasma display panel (PDP), which is researched actively in recent years, is new
flat display technique that replaces flat CRT and TFT-LCD. It is attracting
attention as new display device because it has merits that are absolute flat, the
maximum of space efficiency, wide sight angle, high luminance and facility of a
large display size. In spite of these merits, it has problems such as consumption
of high power, high cost and degradation of image quality. The luminance of
CRT is controlled by the amount of electro beam adjusted by current. On the
other hand, the luminance of panel can’t be controlled by amount of current in
PDP due to uniformity of light discharged from a phosphor. So the number of
sustain pulse is adjusted by desired luminance of panel for constant time. The
integral effect or after image effect is used: human perceives the brightness of
light by integrating the amount of light generated by sustain pulses for one field.
The addressing time is needed to decide discharge of the PDP cell. And it is
impossible to control the address electrode every gray-level 1 within one field
time in this current PDP driving method. Therefore, the sub-field is used to
display 256 gray-levels. One field is separated into several sub-fields and the on
or off of each sub-field is controlled.

In current PDP, the major image processing consists of inverse gamma cor-
rection, error-diffusion and average picture level (APL). The quantization error,
a decrease of number of the gray-scale, occurs during the inverse gamma correc-
tion. The digital halftoning method is used to solve this problem and it gives an
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effect which looks like more gray-levels is used as only few gray-levels. Now the
most popular method of the digital halftoning is the error-diffusion. Although the
error-diffusion is used to distribute this quantization error into the neighboring
pixels, the worm-like pattern is inevitably produced [1],[2]. And the worm-like
pattern is increased after APL which prevents the excessive temperature of panel
and enhances the luminance efficiency of PDP.

However, there are some disadvantages and one of them is the image quality
degradation, which is dependent on the digital signal processing. Although image
quality of PDP is improving by many researches and experimentations, it still
isn’t as good as that of CRTs because of various factors. One of them is worm-
like pattern generated by an error diffusion process. And the worm-like pattern
is severely increased after an average picture level (APL) process. An increased
worm-like pattern occur a drop of resolution in image and a change of correlated
color temperature (CCT) according to each grayscale.

In this paper, we propose new method for digital image enhancement consid-
ering the APL in PDP. In the proposed method, the APL process is performed
before the error diffusion process. Simulation results showed that the proposed
method has better performances for resolution in images and CCT uniformity
according to each grayscale than the conventional method.

2 Image Processing in the Current PDP

In current PDP, the major image processing consists of inverse gamma correc-
tion, error-diffusion and APL. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of image pro-
cessing in the current PDP. The inverse gamma correction is needed to display
the gamma-corrected image, because PDP has nearly linear characteristic about
output luminance for input gray-level. Digital input data of 8 bits is transformed
into the data of bits more than 8 bits in inverse gamma correction processing.
Generally, the relationship of input gray-level and output luminance in the image
display device is shown in Eq. (1). In this Eq., i is the digital input gray-level,
γ is display gamma value and k is constant for normalization.

Y (i) = k ·
(

i

255

)γ

(1)

The error-diffusion of various digital halftoning methods is used to distribute
the errors which occur during the preprocessor. It is mainly used to reduce the
quantization error produced by the inverse gamma correction. The difference
between the ideal output value of image and the actual output value of it is
considered as error in this method. Generally, if the number of output data bits
is increase, the quantization error produced by the inverse gamma correction
is reduced. And the APL processing is mainly used to prevent the excessive
temperature of panel and enhances the luminance efficiency of PDP. The APL
maintains a uniform average level of the picture signal during active scanning
time integrated over a frame period.

Even though the numerous digital halftoning techniques had been developed
in the last twenty years, the one that has emerged as a standard because of its
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of signal processing in current PDP

simplicity and quality of output is the so-called error-diffusion algorithm [2]-[4].
This algorithm, first proposed by Floyd and Steinberg [5], is schematically shown
in Fig. 2. The error-diffusion is used to solve the problem about the degradation
of grayscale resolution in the dark area. The error-diffusion can be considered
as a feedback system with two major operations - quantization and filtering,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The thresholding operation determines the values of
output halftone. The filtering operation is usually implemented by diffusion the
weighted binarization error to the anti-causal nearest neighbors. The weights
are specified by the filter [6]. The difference between the pixel’s ideal output
digital value and the actual output digital value is considered as error in this
method. To achieve the effect of continuous-tone illusion, this error is distributed
to the four neighboring pixels that have not been processed yet, according to the
matrix proposed by Floyd and Steinberg [5]. Despite widespread usage in many
applications, worm-like patterns at some tone levels and limit-cycle behavior in
mid-tones and quartertones are two major artifacts associated with Floyd and
Steinberg error-diffusion. This worm-like pattern reduces especially the image
quality of the PDP, because it is increased by the next processing like the APL.
Also, it is easily detected by human’s visual perception, because the most of
current PDP is the standard definition panel and the size of one pixel is large
relatively.

Inverse gamma
correction + Quantizaion

+
+-

Error diffusion
filter w

-
+

Error diffusion

Fig. 2. Error diffusion algorithm

3 Proposed Method for Digital Image Enhancement
Considering APL

Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of proposed method to improve the digital image
quality considering the APL. The proposed method performs all image process-
ing before the error-diffusion processing. 8 bits digital input data are stored with
12 bits after the inverse gamma correction and it is transformed into 16 bits data
according to average level of the picture signal during active scanning time in-
tegrated over a frame period. The 11 bits data of 16 bits is the integer part and
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of proposed signal processing with error diffusion

the 5 bits data of it is fraction part for the error-diffusion. Finally, 10 bits data is
used to load the subfield memory. The each processing of the proposed method
to improve the digital image quality considering the APL is illustrated closely
in the next paragraph.

CRT, which is widely used as image display device until now, has nonlinear
characteristic about output luminance for input gray-level. On the other hand,
PDP has nearly linear characteristic about output luminance for input gray-level.
Therefore, inverse gamma correction is needed to display the gamma-corrected
image. When the inverse gamma correction is applied, the difference between the
target luminance and actual output luminance is produced because the number
of grayscale which can be actually displayed in PDP is decreased specially in
the dark area. In PDP, we define inverse gamma correction Eq. (2) to show
luminance characteristic like the CRT’s.

R(r) = Rwhite ·
( r

255

)γ

, G(g) = Gwhite ·
( g

255

)γ

, B(b) = Bwhite ·
(

b

255

)γ

(2)

The r, g, and b are the digital input values of each color channel and the
Rwhite, Gwhite, and Bwhite are white level values of each color channel. The
results of Eq. (2) show the digital output values for digital input values r, g, and
b. Although it is computed to a fraction, it can be displayed with only integer
values. Therefore, ideally computed fraction values have to be transformed into
integer values. Table 1 shows the number of grayscale as output data bits in
inverse gamma correction processing. It illustrates that the number of grayscale
is 255 when the number of output data bit is infinity. In the proposed method
to improve the digital image quality considering the APL, the 12 bits are used
to minimize a decrease of the number of grayscale generated by inverse gamma
correction processing and consider the design of hardware. The degradation of
the grayscale resolution is produced in the low gray-levels despite an increase of
the number of output data bit.

The great variety of image processing methods using digital halftoning has
been suggested to improve this grayscale resolution in the low gray-levels. The

Table 1. The number of grayscale as output bits in inverse gamma corrention

The numver of output bit

The numver of output bit

8

183

9

215

10

233

11

243

12

248
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digital half-toning is the process of transforming images with only a few discrete
tone levels into the continuous-tone images.

4 Experiments and Results

A comparison of simulated images using the conventional and proposed signal
processing method is shown in Fig. 4. The simulated images are one which video-
gamma correction is processed, because it is displayed on standard CRT. The
proposed PDP signal processing method has improved performance especially in
aspect of increase of the number of grayscale and reduction of distributed error.
The PSNR of the proposed method are 7.2 dB higher than that of the conven-
tional method at gray scale image, and the PSNR of the proposed method are
6.9 dB higher than that of the conventional method at color image respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. A comparison of simulated images: (a) Conventional and (b) proposed signal
processing method

The proposed signal processing method enables to display the luminance
with one step of the sustain pulse and prevents the increase of the worm-like
patterns generated by error-diffusion. Table 2 shows the number of grayscale
for the number of sustain pulse in the several the APL, namely, the maximum
number of sustain pulse. These illustrate that the luminance of panel is controlled
by one step of the sustain pulse and the digital image quality is improved by
preventing the increase of the worm-like patterns generated by error-diffusion.

Table 2. The number of grayscale for the number of sustain pulse in the several APL

Maximum numver of sustain pulse
Conventional Proposed

200 207 222 

255 230 230 

510 230 242 

1020 230 249 

The number of grayscale
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5 Conclusions

APL processing method is useful technique which prevents the excessive tem-
perature of panel and enhances the luminance efficiency of PDP by maintaining
a uniform average voltage of the picture signal during active scanning time in-
tegrated over a frame period. In the signal processing method of current PDP,
although the error-diffusion is used to distribute this error into the neighboring
pixels, the worm-like pattern is inevitably produced. And the worm-like pattern
is increased after APL. So the proposed signal processing method enables to
display the luminance in one step of the sustain pulse and prevents the increase
of the worm-like patterns. In conclusion, the proposed signal processing method
gives the excellent effectiveness for improve-ment of the digital image quality
considering the APL processing for PDP.
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